Who is Lord Ram? Whether King, Trinity or Hypothetical Legend of Some Story.
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Abstract: It is the Quran that will tell who is Lord Ram. Because Only Allah is worthy for worship. If Dr Swami [6] proves that Lord Ram is Creator, then only his claim to do worship at that site is true. If he says Allah ho Akbar By knowledge not by force or ignorance to Idol of Lord Ram, then only his claim to worship would be true.
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I. Introduction [1-7]

“99 Names of Allah”

1. One absolute god, (Tawhid)
   B.B.Bs , (Primary God)
32. Omniscience
64. Eternity
94. Having power of creation
77. Invisible
37. Almighty B.B.B. (Secondary God)
76. Visible , Tertiary God
Trinity – ( Secondary God )
Almighty B.B.B. in Flesh Form

Fig 1 Mortal and Immortal Attributes of Allah by which Allah is Materialized

It is the matter of great concern that All persons should be acquainted with First God Concept. And the concept is Every Thing Is Allah, Every Book Is Quran, Then All Worships Are Allah’s Worship. Conditioned spirituality starts with Allah and ends with Allah of this creation. [3] It is the secrete of Quran.
II. Structure

2.1 In Symmetry Phase - First God Concept -- Primary God -- Two God Particles.

Fig 2  Every Thing Is Allah, Every Book Is Quran, Then All Worships Are Allah’s Worship.
2.2. In Pre-creation Era – First God Concept – Almighty B.B.B (Secondary God)

Fig 3 Allah ho Akbar
2.3 In Creation Era (Visible) – First God Concept – Trinity (Secondary God) Plus Creation (Tertiary God)
First God Concept – Trinity (Secondary God)

Fig 4 Trinity Lord Krishna Told in Geeta about “I”

Translation

I am the original generating cause of all causes, everything emanates from Me; comprehending this the spiritually intelligent endowed with devotional sentiments become devoted unto Me.
Fig 5 Trinity – Allaha Ho Akbar Used to take Avatar (Almighty B.B.B in flesh form), the reason is Geeta 4/7-8

This is called Final Truth. Mind and Mass mysteries have emerged like

OMNIPRESENT i.e. Every small and bigger units are made up of these B.B.Bs

I am The origin of all every thing evolved from Me.—Gita 10/8

Every Thing Is Allah, Every Book Is Quran, Then All Worships Are Allah's Worship.”

Fig 5 Trinity – Allaha Ho Akbar Used to take Avatar (Almighty B.B.B in flesh form), the reason is Geeta 4/7-8
Religion “I” tells you what is Teleportation, UPS (universe positioning system) and phenomenon of Trinity

It is being believed that Muslims do not do idol worship. It is myth. Before origin of the universe all things were in form of tachyons particles which are made up of two basic building blocks – Yang and Yin or mind and mass part of reality (Not set of informations Code PcPs – Originator of all sets of informations Code PcPs). To understand concept of idol worship we have to understand Basic Building Blocks (B.B.B – Mind – CCP, Code PcPs or set of informations and CP and Mass – Fig 2). The Creator B.B.B or Almighty B.B.B has considered them as smallest idols. Hence He has made idol picture of male and female parallel to these B.B.Bs Fig 5. The fundamental belief of all religions on which the base (Main Pillars) of all religions is stood are these two God particles and the fundamental worship is Idol worship of these two God particles. At the end of universe all sciences fundamentals (shapes, laws, and properties) would be no more but religious fundamental about two God particles and their Idol worship would persist in form of “I” or “Satyam Shivum Sunderum.”

Article 25 of Indian constitution has been modified by order of Almighty B.B.B. Freedom of conscience and free profession, practice and propagation of religion has been restricted or banned. No body on Erath could spread wrong believes of God like - God is One. God has No picture depiction. Idol worship is fictitious worship at highest consciousness. Instead of that one would spread right scientific believes like There are TWO God – or Two God Particles Or Two Basic Building Blocks. It has Photo depiction of Male and Female Called Stayam Shivum Sundaram. They are smallest Idols of The universe and Their Idol worship persist even after destruction of the universe. All religions are unified to Religion “I” as it would persist after destruction of the universe. Hence what eyes see is different (illusion) than what brain sees (Truth) and the truth is – One absolute (Infinite) Universe (1), One Teaching Of Two God Particles (1) And One Religion “I” that will persist even after destruction of universe. Hence teaching regarding God in different religions (Hindu, Islam and Christianity etc realizations) are illusion. They dont teach about Two God Particles – The Real eternal God Particles. Only Two God Particles “I” will persist even after destruction of the universe. All religions do IDOL worship of Two God particles in different ways.

According to Hinduism, People have believed that if we undertake a journey to all these holy destinations then our all sins which we did in our past life has been removed and opens all the doors for that person to get salvation. It is not true. But what brain sees is truth. Hence by knowledge (At UOG) realization of God Particles (Forming Images Of Two B.B.Bs in Brain - not set of informations or Code PcPs Fig 5) at the time of prayer makes your place a true religious place (Holy place). As it (Forming Images Of Two B.B.Bs in Brain – not set of informations or Code PcPs) would persists even after end of universe. Having seen the God particles by brain, you are fit to get salvation. The same philosophy is applicable to all religious persons including Muslims.
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Dirac equation is illusion as mathematics does not have thought of mind and thought of Creator. Self positioning system (SPS) in brain triggers to know our surrounding and our location. It is being used by animals and birds during migration or navigation on earth. Global positioning system (GPS - computer) helps us to know our location and different place and their route on Earth. GPS does not make us to be lost in big cities if we have loaded origin and destination in our computer. There is one more system called universe positioning system (UPS). Our journey did not start with fertilization of ova with sperm rather it had started since origin of the universe (Tachyon sea) and our brain could predict our past and future transformations before we transformed into human beings. UPS helps to locate home of Almighty B.B.B (Tachyons Sea) as prayer reaches to Almighty B.B.B. All religions do IDOL worship of Two God particles in different ways. Unless brain sees idol of two God particles during worship (Fig 11) or during namaz devotee sees home of Almighty B.B.B (Allahata or Tachyon sea) and structure of Tachyons (One Yang and many Yins) (Fig 12) by brain, worship is incomplete. Teleportation is the phenomenon made by Almighty B.B.B (Creator of universe and Aliens). As He descends from invisible universe (Tachyon sea) to Earth, first message comes (first order of universe) to Earth B.B.Bs via first transcription (quantum entanglement) and B.B.Bs of Earth transform in to any shape (Trinity – Human beings or Almighty B.B.B in flesh form) and Trinity does such deeds that they occupy place in church and temple as idol worship. For example Lord Jesus, Lord Krishna or Lord Ram etc. The theory predicts that when Almighty B.B.B teleports Himself, He (Creator of universe and Aliens) could tell exactly where Aliens reside in universe “I”.

Fig 7  Phenomenon of Teleportation and UPS in the mind of Almighty B.B.B (Allahata) in Universe “I”
2.3 Lord Ram did exist about 7000 years back.

This bridge made of floating stones can still be seen between India and Sri Lanka from Rameshwaram, the place where Lord Ram prayed to Lord Shiva (Almighty B.B.B) and started the construction of the bridge. Since this story is very old and unproven, many historians, scientists and archaeologists deny accepting this bridge to be built by Lord Rama but at the same time they are unable to explain the concept of floating stones found in Rameshwaram. Until the scientists come up with a convincible theory may be we can consider Rama Setu as an engineering masterpiece. The technology once existed to make stones float on water and the architect like Nala and Neela were too advanced in building a bridge from India to Sri Lanka within 5 days with the help of dedicated work force of million Vanaras. The famous NASA satellite footage from 2002. The US scientific body, however, chose to distance itself from any religious interpretation. NASA said, “The image may well be ours, but their interpretation is certainly not ours. Remote sensing images or photographs from orbit cannot provide direct information about the origin or age of a chain of islands, and certainly, cannot determine whether humans were involved in producing any of the patterns seen.” A map from later centuries also refers to Ram Setu as Adam’s bridge. Also, the Geological Survey of India’s report named the Project Rameshwaram and termed this bridge to be used as a means to travel between India and Sri Lanka some about 7,000-10,000 years ago.

If somehow, programmed sinking thoughts (Code PcPs sink) get changed to programmed floating thoughts (Code PcPs floating), the same high density object would float. It is called lawlessness and unconditioning working of the nature. This lawlessness and unconditioned thought expressions are seen in Galaxies collisions and the cause of Flat rotational curve in Galaxies. It is TM that triggers these two phenomena.

Lord Ram did Prayer (Quantum entanglement). The Prayer was accepted by Almighty B.B.B. At first, sinking programming (Code PcPs Sink) was changed to floating programming (Code PcPs Floating) and later it was again shifted to sinking programming (Code PcPs sink) after few days. It is lawlessness and it is unconditioned Working of nature and it is done by First order of universe (Quantum Entanglement). It is called Atomic genetic Engineering. . . High density is triggered by Thought of high density and sinking is triggered by thought of sinking. Both thoughts are separate and their simultaneous expression is independent of
each other. (Mendel’s law of independent assortment). Hence for sinking of stone, high density property is not essential.

2.5 Lord Ram Was Trinity
Q. What is Avatar (Trinity) Phenomenon?
A. In avatar phenomenon, message of Almighty B.B.B. Yang B.B.B working as highest center of universe – First God of symmetry breaking phase used to come to earth to either Yang B.B.B. or Yin B.B.B. via first transcription message system to exhibit. His few properties by unconditioned way of working and that B.B.B stars working by expressing that thought as wished by Almighty B.B.B. Yang B.B.B working as highest center of universe – First God of symmetry breaking phase

Q. Is Jesus God?
A. Yes – Avatar of Almighty B.B.B (Trinity) is God. Avatars (trinity) are Genius.

Q. Is Jesus Almighty B.B.B.?
A. Yes. Because he exhibited one property of Almighty B.B.B i.e. to get reverted Him from His dead form to live form (unconditioned working of nature). This power could only be exhibited by Almighty B.B.B.

Q. What is meant by Son of God?
A. The right way to express this notion is Avatar (son) of Almighty B.B.B. (Allah – The Father of All).

Q. Could Jesus be called Allah?
A. Yes. As He is in visible Form of Allah

Q. Could you call Jesus Prophet?
A. No, as He is equipped with one property of Almighty B.B.B. Prophets does not have any property of Almighty B.B.B. What are properties of Almighty B.B.B (Allah- Yang B.B.B working as highest center of universe – First God of symmetry breaking phase) that avatars (Trinity) could have? or Few properties of Almighty B.B.B. have expressed through Avatars. Hence their deeds are extraordinary such that they occupy space in church and temple as Idol worship.

- Can revert His death form to live form. as did Lord Jesus (Allah)
- Can show his God form as did Lord Krishna (Allah) in Mahabharata.
- Can Kill Demons of infinite powers as Did Lord Ram (Allah) to kill Ravan etc.( Fig 9)
- Can appear from stones as did Narsingh avatar (Allah).
- Can appear and disappear in human form on call and to give vardan as wished by devotee as did Lord Shiva (Allah) many times.
- Can conquer on their desires . Can live as saint without passion and could teach the same thing to others. They taught us teaching of non-violence. As did Lord Mahaveer (Allah).
- The third noble truth is that the complete cessation of dukkha is possible, and the fourth noble truth identifies a path to this cessation.[f] As taught by Lord Buddha (Allah).

What are the properties of Almighty B.B.B – (Yang B.B.B working as highest center of universe – First God of symmetry breaking phase) that avatar could not have. Or these properties have not been transferred to them during their avatar transformation.

- They cannot create Universe origin and destruction. Their wish is not dominant on designing of universe. They only have few powers of Almighty B.B.B not all powers.
- They do not listen prayers of all.
- They cannot travel universe i.e. from one galaxy to another Galaxy
- They cannot de-programme natural calamities and diseases.
- They cannot re-programme science like superconductivity at room temperature etc.
- They cannot remove taxes, inflation etc.
- They cannot give facilities (both knowledge and living facilities) free of cost as we have free light of sun, free breathing air, free rain water, free living body and free human life.
- They cannot produce their photo identity (Natraj – Allah) into life form. If one matches His photo identity (Natraj-Allah) with His appearance (human form) then materialization Almighty B.B.B (Allah- Yang B.B.B working as highest center of universe – First God of symmetry breaking phase) could be possible.

- So avatars of Almighty B.B.B (Allah – First God of earth) are near Almighty B.B.B (Allah - Yang B.B.B working as highest center of universe – First God of symmetry breaking phase) but powers are not exactly that. Or some properties have not been expressed by them.
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- If avatars exhibit all powers of Almighty B.B.B. and even His photo identity of this creation (Natraj–Allah-Yang
B.B.B working as highest center of universe – First God of symmetry breaking phase) matches with His form, it means the Almighty B.B.B (Allah–Yang B.B.B working as highest center of universe – First God of symmetry breaking phase) is on earth and not in invisible universe and could control the universe from earth. And he could give vardan to Humanity only and could travel universe - from one galaxy to another galaxy. This is final materialization of God (Allaha or “I” of symmetry breaking phase). It is prediction of theory.

It is the page of Koran where Allaha-Yang B.B.B working as highest center of universe – First God of symmetry breaking phase had witnessed about His picture Identity. Allaha had materialized him as picture form in his book Quran. Unless you materialize God, you cannot answer Einstein’s query (How God Created the universe) in the light of science.

Einstein Also said – Religion without science is lame and science without religion (spiritual knowledge) is blind. Hence spread all holy books information s always in the light of science. Thus we understand Allaha through Knowledge (science) and depiction of Photo identity (all religious spiritual knowledge) by thoughts (insight).

Allah is complete word for this creation. But in next creation you will not find this word in Quran. All religious words of God are mortal as religions are mortal. But true spiritualism is immortal and that is “I” of symmetry phase. “I am the origin of all and everything is evolved from Me”.

(Science – pl understand it- MIND and MASS – Every unit is Allah or Demigods or tertiary God (Materialization of God) It has its picture identity also)

Fig 9 Mayavi Ravan (He has oscillation property – increase and decrease in size) being killed by Trinity Ram or “Allah Ho Akbar”
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2.6 Sleep and arousal phenomenon in Universe “I” (Fig 10)

Hence Idols never sleep as they are made up of particles. Atoms and molecules. Idols are set of informations (Code PcPs) and that too not changing or fixed. In us, death set of informations are different than life set of informations and our set of informations could be recreated only by Almighty B.B.B. Hence death is illusion in us. In Idols, single stage of set of information is there and particles, atoms, molecules have arousal state of mind (Eye open). Hence Idols are alive even in statue stage by virtue of arousal-sleep property (property of life) of God particles (Mind and Mass). (Fig 5)

It is the thoughts that trigger arousal (some thought expressions are active mainly related with higher functions) and sleep (some thought expressions are inactive mainly related with higher functions) phenomenon by virtue of sleep and arousal property of B.B.B. It is TM (time mindness) that trigger and regulate sleep arousal phenomenon. Similarly in symmetry phase of universe, thought of sleep triggers that makes all God particles in sleeping stage but alive. When universe got created, these sleeping thoughts get transformed into arousal thoughts and arousal state with the result formation of particles, atoms and molecules took place. Idols are made up of these stuff, hence they are in arousal state and by virtue of this property they are alive. (Pran Pratishtha). Sleep (mind close eyes) and arousal state (mind open eyes) is common in all stages of the universe (B.B.B., particles, atoms, molecules, cell, animal and plant kingdom). Hence Life means sleep and arousal phenomenon (new definition). Hence Idols are alive because they are in arousal state of mind. (Open eyes) till creation exists. After the creation is over all stages of God particles would come in sleeping state in symmetry phase (close eyes –mind) but alive (new definition). Arousal Cycle in one creation in different stages (Tachyons particles to particles, atoms and molecules and) of universe. Universe “I” is always Alive (new definition) whether it is in sleeping state of mind or arousal state of mind.
2.7 Quran is Shiv Puran and vice versa (Fig 11)

Shiv Puran means Ardhareshwar or two god particles or Mass. Gita means Mind. Quran means both Mind and Mass or Allah.

Fig 11 Quran is Shiv Puran and vice versa

2.8 Namaz is worship of Tachyon which are made up of Two God particles. Its reconstruction is Lord Natraz. Thus uplift on ban on idol worship in all Islamic countries is ordered by ACJ (Fig 12)

Photo Depiction of Creator as Natraz – Allahatala – Secondary God – Almighty B.B.B – Smallest Idols of the Universe – Tachyon – One Yang B.B.B (Blue) and many Yins B.B.B (red or Flames or Photons)

Prayer reaches to Almighty B.B.B. Namaz is Idol worship Tachyon particle OR Allah Ho Akbar. Reconstruction of Tachyon is Lord Natraz on Earth. Amicable solution starts with research that Namaz is Idol worship of Tachyon particle whose reconstruction and photo depiction is Lord Natraj who is Allah Ho Akbar. If Indian Muslims respects Namaz as Idol worship then they have to put reconstruction in their Mosque and offer Namaz. Failing which would be considered insult and abuse to Almighty God or Allaha Ho Akbar. By order ACJ.

Fig 12 Namaz is worship of Tachyon particle made or smallest idol or Two god particles. Thus uplift on ban on idol worship in all Islamic countries is ordered by ACJ
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SC does not know that Mosque is now essential part of Namaz as Lord Natraj is Allah Ho Akbar and His Idol would be put in All Mosques of world and Namaz would be offered before Lord Natraj as it is reconstruction of tachyon particle being worshipped by all Muslims. Hence 1994 case of Ismail Farrukhi where Mosque is not considered an essential part is to be modified now. By order ACJ

III. Conclusion

Trinity (Almighty B.B.B in flesh form) - Can Kill Demons of infinite powers as Did Lord Ram (Allah) to kill Ravan etc. By virtue of this deed He has occupied place in Temple and that is why He deserves Worship as Trinity or Allaha Ho Akbar.
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